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The Procurement Bill
First impressions

Procurement Bill – Principles and Objectives
Clean slate or continuity?

James Segan QC
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The stated intention – “Transforming Public Procurement”
• “The end of the Transition Period provides an historic opportunity to overhaul our outdated public
procurement regime.” (December 2020 Consultation, p5)
• “For too long, modern and innovative approaches to public procurement have been bogged down in
bureaucratic, process-driven procedures. We need to abandon these complicated and stifling rules and
unleash the potential of public procurement so that commercial teams can tailor their procedure to meet the
needs of the market.” (December 2020 Consultation, p5)
• “We can get rid of duplication and bureaucracy, making the system more agile and flexible while still upholding
fair and open competition. The Government proposes replacing the outdated procurement procedures with a
new procedure which will allow for more negotiation and greater engagement with potential suppliers to
deliver innovative solutions in partnership with the public sector.” (December 2020 Consultation, p8)
• “The Bill will reform the UK’s public procurement regime, making it quicker, simpler, more transparent and
better able to meet the UK’s needs, while remaining compliant with our international obligations. It will
introduce a new regime that is based on value for money, competition and objective criteria in decisionmaking.” (Lord True, Second Reading of Bill, 25 May 2022)
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The continuity question
• How far is the Procurement Bill to be treated as a new and complete code, and how far can we continue
referring to what went before, particularly the general principles?
• Three stages to considering that question:
(1)

How do the general principles operate under the current regime?

(2)

How does the Procurement Bill deal with the general principles and their sub-rules?

(3)

How might Courts assess the new task of interpreting the Procurement Bill once adopted?
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(1) How do the general principles operate under the current regime?
• Successive suites of EU Directives – 66/683/EEC (products); 70/32/EEC (supplies); 71/305/EEC
(works); 77/62/EEC (supplies); 80/767/EEC (supplies); 88/295/EEC (supplies); 89/440 (works);
89/665/EEC (remedies); 90/531/EEC (utilities – works and supplies); 92/13/EEC (remedies); 92/50/EEC
(services); 93/36/EEC (supplies); 93/37/EEC (works); 93/38/EEC (utilities – works, supplies and
services); 2004/18/EC (works, supplies and services); 2004/17/EC (utilities) 2007/66/EC (remedies);
2009/81/EC (defence and security); 2014/24/EU (works, supplies and services); 2014/23/EU
(concessions); 2014/25/EU (utilities).
• Teleological interpretations of the Directives or Treaties by the CJEU, resulting in rules and sub-rules non-discrimination and equal treatment (Case 263/85 Commission v Italy; Case 45/87 Commission v
Ireland; C-243/89 Commission v Denmark (Storeabelt); C-21/03 Fabricom); transparency (Case 127/75
Bobie; C-262/88 Barber; C-324/98 Telaustria); proportionality (C-213/07 Michaniki); material
amendments (C-496/99 Succhi di Frutta); in-house awards (C-107/98 Teckal).
• Codification of the general principles in each successive suite of Directives – non-discrimination and
equal treatment (2014 PSD, Article 18(1)); transparency (2014 PSD, Article 18(1)); proportionality (2014
PSD, Article 18(1)); material amendments (2014 PSD, Article 72); in-house awards (2014 PSD, Article
12).
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(2) How does the Procurement Bill deal with the general principles and
their sub-rules?
• Some of the general principles are replicated almost exactly in the Bill: Clause 11(2), for instance,
embodies the equal treatment principle.
• Others of the principles do not appear at all: manifest error or good administration.
• Others still are included but watered down: Clause 11(1)(c) seems to be a form of new transparency
obligation BUT it becomes simply that the authority must “have regard to the importance of … sharing
information for the purpose of allowing suppliers and others to understand the authority’s procurement policies
and decisions”. Likewise, there is no general proportionality obligation, but various specific rules make
reference to proportionality considerations e.g. design of competitive procedure (clause 19(3)), setting
conditions of participation (clause 21(1)), setting award criteria (clause 22(2)).
• There are then lots of sections of clauses which are clearly inspired by sections of rules of the Directives
which were originally based on the general principles: examples:
1. There are some rules on permitted modifications post-contract which resemble very closely the
existing rules - Clauses 69-70 and Schedule 8 of the Bill.
2. Schedule 2 contains a tweaked version of the Teckal exemption for in-house contracts.
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(3) How might Courts assess the new task of interpreting the Procurement
Bill once adopted?
• The state of the law prior to a change is generally relevant to the interpretative exercise. That has been
the case under ordinary English law since at least the late 16th century in Heydon’s Case.
• There is also a presumption against “casual change” to either the common law or statute law: R (Maughan)
v Oxfordshire Senior Coroner [2021] AC 454 at ¶54.
• Some of the general principles of EU procurement law overlap with principles recognised in the interim
as principles of English public law: see e.g. transparency R (Justice for Health Ltd) v Secretary of State for
Health [2016] EWHC 2338 (Admin), ¶141 (“The principle of transparency has evolved out of Strasbourg
jurisprudence but it is now well established as a common law principle. It is said to amount to a component of
the “rule of law” and the principle of “legal certainty”. In Nadarajah v Secretary of State for the Home
Department [2005] EWCA Civ 363 at [68] Lord Justice Laws stated that it was a “requirement of good
administration” (to which the courts would give effect) that “public bodies ought to deal straightforwardly and
consistently with the public” . … Where the principle applies it might require the publication of the policy that a
decision maker is exercising; it might require that the policy be spelled out in greater detail so that the limits of
a discretion may be demarcated; it might require the decision-maker to be more specific as to when he/she will
or will not act.”)
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(3) How might Courts assess the new task of interpreting the Procurement
Bill once adopted? (cont)
• An analogy with the CPR 1998? As the editors of the White Book observe: “…the bald assertion in
r.1.1(1) that the CPR “are a new procedural code” is either studiously ignored … or gamely acknowledged with
some such qualification made as “generally speaking” cases decided under the former rules “are not helpful in
interpreting the new code” or “will only occasionally provide assistance” ... Often the courts are more positive
and, whilst accepting that recourse to earlier authorities is inappropriate, frankly admit that they “provide
valuable guidance”, especially where this is common ground ...”.
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The Procurement Bill:
competitive and direct awards
Patrick Halliday, 11KBW
22nd June 2022

Awards: the basic legislative scheme
• “A contracting authority may not carry out a procurement [i.e. award/manage a
public contract] except in accordance with this Act” (cl 10(1), (2))
• Accordingly, a contracting authority may award a public contract only via:
1. competitive award (see Pt 3, Ch 2);
2. direct award (where statutory justification applies) (see Pt 3, Ch 3); or
3. framework award (and frameworks themselves are “public contracts” (cl 2(3),
therefore requiring award via route 1 or 2 above) (see Pt 3, Ch 4)
(cl 10(3))
• Overall scheme similar in substance to current law (albeit simplified and set out in
a more logical order)

Competitive award (Pt 3, Ch 2):
(1) Summary
• CA may award contract to “most advantageous tender” (cf ‘MEAT’ under current
law), i.e. tender CA “considers best satisfied the award criteria” (cl 18)
• CA must publish “tender notice” inviting bids/participation (cl 20)
• Only two award procedures: (1) “open” and (2) “such other competitive tendering
procedure as the contracting authority considers appropriate” -- replacing multiple
current procedures (cl 19)
• Provisions on exclusion (in relation to: (1) “conditions of participation” (i.e. legal
capacity / financial capacity / technical ability, set by CA) (cll 18, 21); (2) CA’s
“procedural requirements” (cl 18); (3) “excluded” or “excludable” suppliers (cll 2630, 54-61 and Schs 6 & 7)
• CA may establish “dynamic market” (suppliers meeting conditions on legal
capacity / financial capacity / technical ability) and conduct competitions open only
to members of that dynamic market (cll 34-39)

Competitive award (Pt 3, Ch 2):
(2) What replaces general principle of transparency?
• Under current law, transparency (which ordinarily leaves no margin of discretion) requires:
1.

clear award criteria (RWIND test)

2.

CA’s adherence to its own criteria and procedural rules

3.

provision of reasons to losing bidder

• No general duty of transparency in Bill (cf cl 11 soft duty to “have regard” to objective of sharing
information). More specific duties imposed instead:
• notices (including tender notice) – but contents yet to be prescribed in SIs
• CA must be “satisfied” that its award criteria are “sufficiently clear, measurable and specific” (cl
22) -- less strict version of (1) above?
• Duties to conduct procedure “in accordance with a tender notice and any associated
tender documents” (cl 19(1)) and to award to supplier which CA “considers best satisfies the
award criteria” (cl 18(2)) – equivalent to (2) above?
• Duty on outcome of procurement to provider bidders with “assessment summary” (cl 48) –
may be equivalent to (3) above, but Bill itself largely silent on requisite contents

Direct award (Pt 3, Ch 3):
(1) Summary
• CA may award a public contract directly (i.e. without a competitive procedure):
• if a “direct award justification” applies (cl 40, Sch 5);
• where a Minister has provided in secondary legislation that “specified public
contracts” may be directly awarded, which the Minster may do if he or she
considers it “necessary” to “protect human, animal or plant life or health” or to
“protect public order or safety” (cl 41); or
• where “switching”, i.e. if CA has received no “suitable tenders” following
invitation of bids under a competitive tendering procedure (cl 42)
• Direct award justifications set out in Schedule 5 under nine headings (each
involving detailed conditions): prototypes and development; single suppliers;
additional or repeat goods, services or works; commodities; advantageous terms
on insolvency; urgency; necessary to protect life etc; users choice contracts;
defence and security

Direct award (Pt 3, Ch 3):
(2) Some notable changes
• Schedule 5 justifications are similar to current law (e.g. reg 32 of PCR 2015), but
with considerable clarification and some tinkering
• Some notable changes:
• wider justification for “novel goods or services” (cf reg 32(5))
• “repeat” of similar purchase (foreshadowed in original procurement) now
applies to goods as well as services / works, and available for 5 years, not 3
years (cf reg 32(9)-(12))
• “user choice” services, in (yet to be) specified ‘light touch’ areas (entirely new)
• For “switching” from competitive award, there is explanation of meaning of “not
suitable” (cl 42, cf reg 32(2)(a))

Direct award (Pt 3, Ch 3):
(3) Further reflections
• Requirement for “transparency notice” before entering directly awarded contract (cl 43) –
provides welcome transparency and accountability; and facilitates pre-contractual
challenges
• Binary approach:
• Even if (say) urgency makes it appropriate to disapply full rigours of competitive tendering
procedure, it is often still possible to hold ‘competition-light’ (e.g. comparing prices)
• However, if direct award justification applies, Bill absolves CA from any requirement to
consider conducting any degree of competition (cf cl 40(2))
• This is a function of omission (from cl 11) of any duty to have regard to have regard to an
objective of promoting fair competition for public contracts
• Direct awards pursuant to cl 41 (i.e. Minister makes “specified public contracts” subject to
direct award) are exempt from the mandatory standstill period (cl 49(3)(b)). Why?
Undermines intended focus on ‘pre-contractual remedies’?
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The Green Paper

Where it started: The Green paper
Exclusion and selection
•

Simplification and flexibility run as a golden thread throughout the paper

•

Desire to use the exclusion measures to tackle unacceptable behaviour in public procurement.

•

Centrally managed debarment list, to be used for all mandatory exclusions and eventually some
discretionary grounds.

•

A different approach to poor performance linked in part to greater visibility of in contract
performance through consistent KPIs and the publication of results.

•

Simplification on selection with a central supplier registration system and a principle of “tell us
once” evidence locker.
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Where it started: The Response to the consultation
Exclusion
•

Existing framework is unclear and confusing.

•

Intention to introduce a new exclusions framework which will be simpler, clearer and more focused on
suppliers who pose an unacceptable risk to effective competition.
Statutory guidance is promised to help Contracting Authorities in considering and applying the

•

exclusion grounds, including:

•

•

on the form and manner of self-declarations;

•

the assessment of supporting information and self-cleaning evidence;

•

how to assess whether the exclusion grounds apply; and

•

the exercise of discretion to exclude in relation to discretionary exclusion grounds.

Response promised greater clarity over time frames, location of misconduct, overriding public interest
and amending powers, but consideration of DPAs were not to be taken forward.
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Where it started: The Response to the consultation
Exclusion: Debarment List and past poor performance
•

Broad support for debarment list which should cover mandatory and discretionary
grounds (with Contracting Authorities being required to exclude suppliers on the list to
which a mandatory exclusion ground applies).

•

Broad support for greater power to exclude for past poor performance but concern
raised about lowering the bar too low especially where suppliers may not be totally to
blame. Proposals to move beyond the existing position.

•

Confirmation of the intention to require and publish KPIs and explore a contract
performance register
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Where it started: The Response to the consultation
Selection
•

Support for a centralised system although more concerns raised particularly around
ensuring that required specialist capabilities can be looked for and utilised where
necessary to find the right group of potential suppliers.

•

Response confirmed that the centralised system should contain the majority of
information required for a procurement but with a discretion to request further
information if required for the specific procurement.
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PLA Presentation
Selection

John Houlden

Selection as conceived by the Bill
• For competitions other than open procedures – ability
to provide for the exclusion of suppliers “by reference
to conditions of participation” – see sections 19(5) and
section 21

• Exclusions – see sections 26 to 30, 54 and 55:
o Mandatory – “excluded supplier” – see schedule
o

6
Discretionary – “excludable supplier” – see
schedule 7

Conditions of participation – section 21
• A CA “may set conditions of participation ……only if it is satisfied that the
conditions are a proportionate means of ensuring that suppliers have –
(a) the legal and financial capacity to perform the contract, or
(b) the technical ability to perform the contract.” (s.21(1))

• Proportionality – the CA “must have regard to the nature, complexity and
cost of the public contract” (s21(4))

• Technical ability can cover suppliers’ qualifications, experience or
technical ability but a CA may not:

o Require suppliers to have been awarded a contract by a particular
o
o

CA;
Break the rules on technical specifications; or
Require particular qualifications without allowing
equivalents (s21(3))

for

their

• Permits satisfaction of these “to the extent that a supplier associated with
the supplier satisfies the conditions” (s21(7) and s21(8))

Exclusions – sections 26 to 30
• S26 concerns exclusions from a competitive award - requiring a CA:
o
o

In assessing which tender best satisfies the award criteria to disregard any
tender from a supplier that is an excluded supplier (s26(1)); and
Before assessing which tender best satisfies the award criteria to: (i)
consider if a supplier is an excludable supplier; and (ii) may disregard any
tender from an excludable supplier.

• S27 concerns exclusions from competitive (i.e. non-open) procedures – requiring a

CA to determine whether the supplier is an excluded/excludable supplier before
permitting participation

• Both s26 & s27 require the CA to allow a supplier a “reasonable opportunity” to
replace if excluded/excludable due to an associated supplier.

• S28 concerns exclusion of suppliers due to their sub-contractors, providing rights to
request information

• S29 concerns exclusion of suppliers that are a threat to national security
• S30 concerns exclusion for “improper behaviour” i.e. acted improperly in relation to a
procurement

Exclusions – sections 54 and 55 and schedules 6 and 7
•

54 defines excluded/excludable suppliers on basis of the CA considering that:

o an exclusion ground applies to the supplier or an associated supplier + the circumstances
o

giving rise to the application of the exclusion ground are likely to occur again; or
the supplier or associated supplier is on the debarment list due to a relevant exclusion
ground.

•

S55 concerns the CA’s consideration process – focussing on the issue of whether the
circumstances are likely to occur again. Importantly it provides a supplier a reasonable
opportunity to make representations and provide evidence.

•

Schedule 6 & 7– mandatory and discretionary exclusions – key issues:
o
o
o

o

The concept of a connected person (Sch 6, para 43)
The ability of a CA to determine whether a supplier must be excluded on the basis of an
offence/penalty/decision/tax advantage outside the UK (Sch 6, paras 33 and 40)
Competition Act infringements:
v Lack of recognition of appeal in relation to (Sch 6, para 39 and Sch 7, para 10)?
v Capability/quality of decision-making by CAs to themselves determine complex
competition issues (Sch 7, paras 8,9 & 11)?
Breadth of provisions concerning professional misconduct (Sch 7, para 12) and breach of
contract/poor performance (Sch7, para13)

The Bill
Debarment and
Conflict of Interest

The Bill
Debarment
Clause 54 references Excluded and Excludable Suppliers on the debarment list
Clause 56 places an obligation on Contracting Authorities to notify (by relevant notice) the
relevant minister of the exclusion of a supplier within 30 days of notifying the supplier.
• Clause 57 gives the power to the Appropriate Authority to investigate a supplier for both
inclusion on and removal from the debarment list. It gives the power during an investigation to:
• Require a Contracting Authority to provide support, documentation and information within a
given time frame.
• Request the supplier or any connected person to it, to provide support, documentation and
information for failure to comply with the investigation and can be treated as a Mandatory
Exclusion ground
• Clause 58 confirms that a report must be prepared following the conduct or consideration of
the findings of an investigation. The report must include the decision to enter or maintain the
entry on the debarment list.
•
•
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The Bill
Debarment
Clause 59 Entry on the list applies:

•
•

where the minister is satisfied following an investigation that the supplier is an excluded or
excludable supplier; or

•

where the supplier does not cooperate with an investigation.

•

Entry on the list must include information about the grounds, whether mandatory or discretionary
and the date the grounds are expected to cease. Before entry the supplier must be given notice.

•

Clause 60 deals with applications for removal where significant new information comes to light or
there is a material change of circumstances.

•

Clause 61 confirms that regulations will be made regarding the appeals process.
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The Bill
Conflict of Interest
•

Clause 74 provides a general duty to identify and keep under review actual or potential conflicts of
interest and applies to a Minister or a person acting for or on behalf of a CA in relation to a
procurement.

•

Clause 75 provides that a Contracting Authority must take all reasonable steps (which include a
requirement on a supplier) to ensure that the interest does not put a supplier at an unfair
advantage or disadvantage.

•

Where a conflict of interest gives an advantage and it can’t be avoided or the supplier won’t take
the necessary steps then the supplier must be treated as an excluded supplier for that award.

•

Clause 76 places a duty on the Contracting Authority to prepare (and then keep under review
throughout the procurement) an assessment of conflicts of interest for the specific procurement
before the tender notice, transparency notice or notice establishing a dynamic market is
published.
32
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The Procurement Bill
First impressions

The Procurement Bill Frameworks
REBECCA REES – TROWERS &HAMLINS LLP
STEVEN BRUNNING – ANTHONY COLLINS SOLICITORS LLP

Green Paper Proposals
u

Green Paper focus on introducing open frameworks that can be
used across all sectors:
“To increase the innovation currently stifled by the limited flexibility offered
in PCR style frameworks, we propose to introduce a new option that
allows for a longer maximum term and for the framework to be open for
new suppliers to join at defined points. This will make it easier to achieve
value for money, particularly where the contracting authority needs a
longer-term relationship, for example in construction and infrastructure.”

u

Q26 Do you agree with the proposals for the open and closed
Frameworks?

u

No other questions asked but…

Green Paper Proposals
u

Other additional rules proposed:
u Central Register
u Retaining direct awards and single supplier frameworks
u Clarification re application of exclusion grounds
u Confirmation that a fee or levy can be charged on a supplier but only

when they result in a contract being awarded and the supplier
submitting an invoice. Any charges recovered by CA to be
proportionate, used solely in the public interest and be transparently
described on the central register.

Green Paper Responses
u

Of the 352 responses to Q26, 73% supported the open frameworks
proposal.

u

Guidance and training needed to inform decision-making between
open frameworks, closed frameworks and Dynamic Markets,

u

Responses from CAs and some suppliers requested the ability to
direct award from framework agreements.

u

Central register proposal welcomed.

u

Some concerns about frameworks overlapping and suppliers
feeling need to win a place on all relevant ones leading to
increased bidding cost and potential duplication of available
supply.

Government response
u

Intention to implement both closed and open frameworks

u

Longer closed framework term for utilities

u

Direct award and mini-competition options to remain for multi-supplier frameworks

u

Mini-competition to be evaluated on same basis as was applied for the award of
the framework, including the evaluation criteria (can formulate sub-criteria)

u

CAs can suspend suppliers from being awarded further call-off contracts if any of
the exclusion grounds apply.

u

Can place maximum limit on number of suppliers provided made clear in the tender
notice.

u

Charges must reflect a percentage of the maximum estimated value of the call-off
and to be set out in framework agreement. Any charges must be proportionate
and used solely in the public interest.

u

Must set out the nature, scope and overall maximum estimated value of the
contracts

u

Guidance to be issued on selecting best commercial tool for different requirements
and designing framework

u

Central register of commercial tools to be introduced to help reduce the current
duplication of frameworks.

Limited basis of consultation
Focus on closed/open framework options only
u No consultation on detailed rules in Reg 33, PCR 2015
u What about:
u

u

Key distinguishing features of the current framework agreement
model, its perceived benefits/drawbacks

u

Issues being encountered when:
u

setting up a framework agreement

u

applying rules on direct awards

u

applying rules on mini-competitions

Applicability of the rules on substantial change in the framework
context
u Use of CPBs and allocation of legal responsibilities
u

Procurement Bill - Definition
u

Definition of a “framework”
“a contract between a contracting authority and one or more
suppliers that provides for the future award of contracts by a
contracting authority to the supplier or suppliers” (clause 44(2))

u

Changing nature of a framework agreement?
u

u

Different to EU definition “purpose of which is to establish
terms…”

Loophole to allow frameworks within frameworks?
u

EN para 270 “A framework itself is a public contract”

u

Allows for the award of a “public contract” under a framework
(clause 44(1))

Procurement Bill - Definition
u

Can use a framework for above and below threshold
contacts (as now) but:
u

u

EN para 272 – remainder of clause 44 only regulates “public
contracts” i.e. above threshold contracts! A change from
current position?

Maximum term:
u 4 years for public sector
u 8 years for utilities and defence (does not apply to private utilities)

Disclosure requirements
u

To be set out in framework agreement (clause 44(5):
u description of goods, services or works
u the price payable, or mechanism for determining the price payable
u estimated value of the framework
u any selection process to be applied on the award of contracts;
u the term of the framework
u CAs entitled to award public contracts in accordance with the

framework
u whether the framework is awarded under an open framework

u

Framework may provide for charging of fixed percentage fees
based on estimated value of call-off contract (nb no reference to
needing to be proportionate and used solely in the public interest!)

Procurement Bill – Direct awards
u

Direct awards under frameworks allowed if:
u

A single supplier framework; or

u

A multi-supplier framework which sets out:
u

the core terms of the public contract, and

u

an objective mechanism for supplier selection.

u

No longer need “objective criteria” in the framework agreement to
determine which procedure to use (direct award or mini-competition)

u

No longer need to set out “all the terms” in the framework agreement,
just “core terms”. See EN para 273 for examples of core terms

u

“Objective mechanism” rather then “objective conditions” for selecting
a supplier for a particular call-off

Procurement Bill – mini-competition
u

Alternatively, If direct award conditions not met, multi-supplier
framework can only provide for award of public contract
“following a competitive selection process”

u

No conditions set on how to run a mini-competition

u

u

Framework agreement to set out “any selection process to be
applied on the award of contracts”

u

What about Green Paper Government response re needing to
evaluate on same basis as was applied for the award of the
framework, including the evaluation criteria?

Guidance to follow on how to run a mini-competition?

Procurement Bill – Exclusions
u

Cannot award a call-off contract to an “excluded supplier”

u

CA using a framework can request “additional information”
from suppliers before awarding a call-off contract.

u

Mandatory Implied term in framework that can exclude
supplier if has become an “excluded” or “excludable”
supplier after framework awarded

u

If exclusion on basis of an “associated supplier”, must give
supplier reasonable opportunity to replace associated
supplier

Procurement Bill – Open
frameworks
u

“a scheme of frameworks that provides for the award of successive
frameworks on substantially the same terms”

u

Must provide for the award of a framework at least once during:
u

first 3 years beginning with the day of the award of the first framework; and

u

each period of 5 years beginning with the day of the award of the second
framework in the scheme;

u

Each framework expires on the award of the next.

u

Final framework expires 8 years from the date of the award of the first
framework

u

Minimum of 2 suppliers

Procurement Bill – Open
frameworks
u

Different mechanics depending on whether a limit is placed on
number of suppliers admitted
u

In practice, will most suppliers feel the need to submit a new tender
at each iteration?

u

Restricting factor – must be on “substantially the same terms”

u

Full procedure for awarding each new framework (cannot use
direct award procedure)

u

Likely to be preferable to:
u

a series of closed frameworks?

u

a dynamic market?

Some concluding remarks
u

Consultation did not provide for a detailed review of how the
current rules on frameworks are working

u

A significant relaxation of current, already skeletal rules on
framework agreements for the public sector

u

Does it strike the right balance to cater for public sector, utilities and
defence?

u

Lots of outstanding issues still to be addressed – in guidance?

u

Will open frameworks succumb to the same fate as the PCR 2006
version of the DPS?

PROCUREMENT
BILL 2022
DYNAMIC MARKETS

DYNAMIC MARKETS – SECTION 34 - 39
Replaces Regulation 34 Dynamic Purchasing Systems, PCR
2015.
Central Purchasing body can establish dynamic market,
including utilities.
Wider remit – All goods, services and works. Not just
“commonly used goods and services”.

DYNAMIC MARKETS – SECTION 34 - 36
Limited to members of a particular market or part of a particular market.
CA can set conditions for membership, providing:
I. Conditions are proportionate
II. Linked to legal, financial capacity and technical ability
CA MUST accept, consider and admit any and all applications which
satisfy the conditions for membership and are not excluded.
Conditions for membership CANNOT be modified during the term.
No time limit stated, but MUST be stated in the notice.

DYNAMIC MARKETS – SECTION 37
Members from the market can be excluded if:
Permitted under the meaning of Section 54
Mandatory – Schedule 6
Discretionary – Schedule 7
Debarment – Section 59

DYNAMIC MARKETS – SECTION 38
Charging fees is permitted:
I. Generally - Set as fixed percentage, applied to the value of the
awarded contract.
II. Utilities – Fees must be in connection with
obtaining/maintaining the market.
III.Green Paper – Fees must contribute towards Public Good
(Missing!?!)

DYNAMIC MARKETS - ROUND UP
New flexible procedure available.
Conditions for market can be set by CA – No modification to rules for mrmbership.
Open to ALL - Intended as a pre-qualification tool for all requirements, both simple an
complex procurement.
Detail will be key to ensure scope fully specified, therefore care needed with notices.
Could prove resource hungry and costly to set up and operate.
Charges can apply
No time limit.
Exclusions apply

THANK YOU
John Simons

Group Procurement Director

PROCUREMENT BILL –
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
MODIFICATION OF CONTRACTS
Jonathan Davey
Partner, Addleshaw Goddard LLP
22 June 2022

SCENE SETTING
● Importance in practice of some ability to modify contracts
● Contract modification seen as akin to award of a new contract (Pressetext)
● That new award will have taken place without an advert or process, so potentially unlawful
● Softening of that harsh rule in 2014 Directives: useful but miserly!
● Opportunity for the Bill to allow for more extensive change which meets the Objectives set
out in clause 11 and promotes efficiency and compliance
● Nothing in the TCA or GPA tying CO’s hands
● Relevant provisions in Clauses 69-71 and Schedule 8 of the Bill
● Full narrative handout available after today’s event

KEY CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE BILL
● New softenings:
○ Non-“Substantial” modifications: covered in detail below
○ Urgency and protection of life: sensible, and corollary to direct award
○ Materialisation of a known risk: odd, complex and likely useable only in narrow
circumstances
● But missed opportunities: see below
● And some areas where contradictions exist or language is unclear or inconsistent
● Otherwise, exceptions are based on PCR with some tweaks
● Note also provisions in Clauses 70 and 71 regarding Contract Change Notices

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
● Safe harbour: removal of threshold requirement
EXAMPLE: large IT outsourcing requirement
● Business succession:
○ “required”
○ narrowing of key language
○ no requirement for replacement to satisfy original SQ parameters
● Practical reality and respect for the law

“SUBSTANTIAL” AND “BELOW-THRESHOLD”
MODIFICATIONS (1)
● Increase or decrease: small threshold for decreases
● “Substantial”: four limbs
● Conjunctive or disjunctive? Are all 4 limbs really additive?
EXAMPLE: change in economic balance
● Issues as regards the word “material”: used in Limb 3 but not Limb 2 (and see also below)
● Problems where short extension needed to run new process:
○ why might we legitimately end up here?
○ Limb 1 is relative to base contract duration
○ problem with economic balance requirement

“SUBSTANTIAL” AND “BELOW-THRESHOLD”
MODIFICATIONS (2)
● “Below Threshold”:
○ why perpetuate the 10%/15% compromise?
○ “no scope change” requirement but no reference to materiality: intentional?

SCHEDULE 8 AND OTHER PERMITTED
MODIFICATIONS (1)
● Modifications provided for in the contract:
○ out with “clear, precise and unequivocal” and in with “unambiguous”; is what follows
unambiguous?
“The parties agree that this contract will need to be modified during its term and they will
co-operate in order to do so”
○ no change to overall nature of contract, but no reference to “materiality”
● Unforeseeable circumstances:
○ test softer than PCR?: reasonably foreseeable by [this] authority
○ no change to overall nature of contract, but no reference to “materiality”

SCHEDULE 8 AND OTHER PERMITTED
MODIFICATIONS (2)
● Additional goods, service or works:
○ commendable deletion of “necessary”
○ tests of disproportionate technical difficulties and duplication of costs now depend on
authority’s subjective judgement

CCNS, STANDSTILL AND REMEDIES
● New requirement pre-modification: conditionality?
● Exceptions: curious hybrid of “Substantial” and “Below Threshold”
● No more VTNs of course
● Over £2M must also publish amended contract within 90 days: cottage industry?
● Open season on repeat amends?
● Voluntary standstill: but…
● Worth doing: reasons
● No minimum voluntary standstill period: gaming

SUMMARY AND WHAT IT MEANS
● Some helpful changes and softening
● Work needed to tighten up language (“material”, “and “ vs “or”) and re-broaden important
business succession exception
● Can we remove the threshold requirement for “Below Threshold” exception?
● Likely to be some gaming on CCNs!
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The Procurement Bill - Remedies
Emily Heard, Partner
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Automatic suspension
Standstill
Set aside
Transparency
Oversight

70

Automatic suspension (Section 90(1))
• Automatic suspension is triggered where “proceedings
under this Part have been commenced in relation to the
contract”, [emphasis added] and
• The contracting authority has been notified of this fact,
provided that notification takes place before the end of
any applicable standstill period [emphasis added].
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Suspension available throughout
procurement* (Section 90(1))
Tender Notice

Evaluation Process
PCR 2015:

The Bill

Contract award decision

Contract
signed

Suspension triggered

Suspension triggered at any point

* Cabinet Office is looking at this issue

Standstil
period
(10
days +)

Before
end of
standstill
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Contract award notices and assessment
summaries (Section 48)
• Assessment summary first: Information about the
assessment of the tender and, if different, the MAT
• Then contract award notice
• Then standstill (8 working days - exemptions for direct
awards for extreme and unavoidable urgency/protection of
life/FWs/dynamic markets/light touch)
• Then standstill expires
• Sign when ready
• Contract details notices after the event
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Once standstill expires, no suspension
(Section 90(3))

Once standstill expires:

No suspension
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Test on application to lift/imposing
suspension (Section 91)
• The public interest in, amongst other things –
• upholding the principle that contracts should be
award/modified in accordance with the law
• avoiding delay in performance of the contract
• Interest of suppliers, including whether damages are an
adequate remedy for the claimant
• Any other matters the Court considers appropriate
• Court may impose cross-undertakings or conditions
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Set aside (Section 94)
• A required contract award notice not published (old CADN)
• Contract entered into before end of standstill or whilst
suspension in force
• If standstill is not mandatory, where the breach only becomes
apparent on publication of a contract award notice*
• For modifications, breach becomes apparent on publication of
contract change notice*
• Breach becomes apparent only after contract entered into or
modified.
*(de-fanged by voluntary standstill)
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Transparency
• Section 11 Objectives: references “sharing information for
the purpose of allowing suppliers and others to understand
the authority’s procurement policies and decisions”.
• Direct award: Must publish a transparency notice before
making a direct award (S43) and a contract award notice
(unless user choice contracts/defence) and must standstill.
• Modification: Must publish a contract change notice
(unless de minimis in terms of value or time or light touch)
S70. May standstill (but this is voluntary) S71
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Time limits (Section 95)
• 30 days from date of knowledge/ought to have known
• For set aside of contracts/modifications where no contract
details notice is published, it is also 30 days from the date
of knowledge/ought to have known, or 6 months from the
date of contract (whichever is earlier).
• Court may make order extending time if it considers there
to be a good reason up to 3 months from when the
supplier first knew/ought to have known
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Procurement Oversight (Section 96, Part
10)
• Power to require documents and assistance.
• No power in relation to section 11 (procurement
objectives), NPPS or equivalent or exercising a discretion
in a particular procurement.
• Results and recommendations may be published, to which
a contracting authority must “have regard” and submit a
progress report as required.
• Power to issue guidance, to which contracting authorities
must have regard generally.
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Differences?
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• Mandatory to publish notices for most direct awards and
modifications
• No good faith requirement for contract change notice or
transparency notice
• Standstill calculation is different
• Automatic suspension available at any time, providing
standstill has not expired.
• Set aside considerations are generally related to where
breaches not apparent/no opportunity to sue
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• No cap on damages – different to the Green Paper
proposal.
• Suspension test broadly similar but no longer an initial
hurdle of “serious issue” or “adequacy of damages”.
And still to come………..
Court reforms
A tribunal?!
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Contact details
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